
Haochi
The RoboToy for

Very Early
English & Curiosity

AS Lego develops children’s imagination, Haochi expands toddlers’ word.

•1st Serious AI For Toddlers
•Based on academic research & proven 

method for early language teaching 
•Supporting long-term engagements
•Uncompromised child’s safety & privacy

The Problem:
Many children around the world are missing the
critical period, in which a second language can be
acquired as a second mother tongue. Current
solutions, mainly based on screens (apps.) have
been proven as ineffective. Starting too late causes
failures and frustration to both children & parents.

The solution:
A plush-like novel robot, which is on one hand
simple and appealing to the infant and on the
other loaded with AI and sensors, supporting
personalization & long-term interactions. The
RoboToy, called Haochi will support infants’
physical interactions and teamwork with parents.
Haochi will teach English As A Second Language
(ESL) and will simultaneously stimulate curiosity.

The Team – Experts & Leaders:

Competition We are different 

Screens Screen-less, Physical interact.

Social robots No speech / screen dependency

Classes Cost-effective, always available

Strategic cooperation:

• Innovative AI
• Academic proof

• Rich ESL content
• 1,000 learning centers

Information:
Stage Seed Money

Market place $15B

Employees number 5

Previous investments $200K

Investment requested $1.5M

Purpose of investment • Complete product
• Long-term testing
• Initial orders

Contact:
• www.curiosity-robotics.com
• yaron@curiosity-rocotics.com 
• +972-525603434

“The limits of my 
language mean the 
limits of my world”. 
(Ludwig Wittgenstein)

The Market and Go-To-Market:
The Global market for ELT (2020) is $160B ( China
$35B). China market is vibrant with $51B spending
on Early Child Education and $30B on smart
educational toys. Parents in towns are spending
$1,500-$3,000 for private ESL. Chinese families
spend 16 times on education per income than US
parents. Hence China may be our immediate
market. The go-to-market strategy will be to sell
Haochi for $350 with initial 6 months of ESL and
$100 for each additional 6 months package.
Average annual usage will be $300 – much less
than current spending. These facts lead to $3B
market in China. The global market for languages
and other fields (e.g. STEM) exceeds $15B.


